Mutation induction and relative biological effectiveness of neutrons in mammalian cells. Experimental observations.
The induction of mutation by graded doses of monoenergetic neutrons was examined using the human-hamster hybrid cell system. The AL cells, formed by fusion of human fibroblasts with the gly- A mutant of the Chinese hamster ovary cells, contain the standard set of hamster chromosomes plus a single human chromosome, number 11. These cells contain specific human cell surface antigens that render them sensitive to killing by specific antisera in the presence of complement. Mutant AL cells that have lost the surface markers, however, would survive and give rise to scorable colonies. The cells were irradiated with neutrons produced at the Radiological Research Accelerator Facility of Columbia University. Doses corresponding to low, moderate, and high cytotoxicities and in energies ranging from 0.33 to 14 MeV were used. Neutrons induced a dose-dependent cytotoxicity and mutation frequency in the AL cells. Over the range of doses examined, it was found that the mutagenesis induced by neutrons was energy-dependent and the frequencies were a curvilinear function of dose for both the a1 and a2 antigenic loci examined. In comparison to gamma rays, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for cell lethality at the 10% survival level ranged from 5.2 for 0.33 MeV to 1.8 for 14 MeV neutrons. The RBE for mutation induction at the a1 locus, however, ranged from 30 for 0.33 MeV to 4.2 for 14 MeV neutrons at or around the lowest levels of effect examined. Results of the present study demonstrated that neutrons, when measured under conditions which permit detection of a spectrum of gene and chromosomal mutations, in fact, are more efficient mutagens than previously thought.